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Abstract: The fracture-cavity combination structure between wells in fracture-cavity reservoirs
is complex and changeable. Reliably identifying and quantitatively characterizing the fracture-
cavity combination structure between wells has become an important prerequisite for flow channel
adjustment in fracture-cavity reservoirs after water channeling and flooding. Aiming at the problems
that it is difficult for the existing carving technology to characterize the flow characteristics of the
injected fluid in the interwell fracture-cavity composite structure during the production process, and
it is difficult for the existing interwell tracer proxy model to consider the specific fracture-cavity
composite structure, this paper proposes a quantitative interpretation model for interwell tracers in
fracture-cavity reservoirs with different architectures. Taking the Tahe fracture-cavity reservoir as
the object, the matching relationship between the interwell fracture-cavity structure and the tracer
curve was analyzed, and the tracer curve characteristics of five types of fracture-cavity structures
were clarified. Considering the basic idea of tracing, a unified quantitative interpretation model of
tracers under different fracture-cavity configurations based on branched flow channels and karst
caves was deduced and established, and the input parameters required to apply the model, the
parameters obtained directly by fitting, and further expandable calculated parameters were clarified.
The interpretation model was used to fit, quantitatively interpret, and verify the reliability of the
tracer curves of three wells in group TK411 of fracture-cavity unit S48 in the fourth area of Tahe
Oilfield. The results show that the tracer curve fitting effect of each well was good, and the average
relative error between the total flow rate explained by the tracer and the daily water production
during the tracer monitoring period in the mine was only 3.02%, which effectively shows that the
applicability and reliability of the quantitative interpretation model are established. The research
results provide an effective way to apply tracer data in deep mining while improving the quantitative
characterization ability of interwell tracer monitoring in fracture-cavity reservoirs.

Keywords: fracture-cavity reservoir; interwell tracer; fracture-cavity configuration; quantitative
interpretation model

1. Introduction

Worldwide, fracture-cavity carbonate reservoirs are rich in reserves and are among
the most important oil and gas resources [1,2]. Fracture-cavity reservoirs are very hetero-
geneous; the reservoir space is mainly fractures, karst caves, pores, karst pipes, etc., and
their horizontal and vertical connection modes are complex and diverse [1–4]. Primary oil
recovery mainly relies on widely developed edge and bottom water energy, and methods
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such as water injection and gas injection are also adopted to enhance oil recovery [4,5].
Affected by the complex fracture-cavity combination structure of such reservoirs, water
channeling and flooding are likely to occur during water and gas injection, and the develop-
ment effect is greatly reduced [4–7]. Therefore, the reliable identification and quantitative
characterization of the fracture-cavity combination structure between wells has become an
important prerequisite for flow channel adjustment after water channeling and flooding in
fracture-cavity reservoirs [4–10].

At present, the sculpting of fracture-cavity reservoirs mainly relies on factors such
as seismic, core, conventional/imaging logging, drilling and logging, and well testing.
It is difficult to reflect the flow characteristics of the injected fluid in the fracture-cavity
combination structure between wells, which is very important for the water and gas
injection development of this type of reservoir, during the production process [11–17].
An interwell tracer can follow, track, and mark the flow track of the injected fluid and
can visually indicate the interwell connectivity status. Other monitoring methods are not
comparable to interwell tracers for monitoring interwell fluid flow. Its application in water
and gas injection in fracture-cavity reservoirs is becoming more extensive [18–22].

At present, interwell tracer interpretation for fracture-cavity reservoirs is mostly
limited to using the injected water distribution coefficient, water injection advance rate,
main water injection direction of the well group, and contribution of liquid production
and swept volume to determine the interwell connectivity in a general way [18–24]. In
terms of quantitatively characterizing fracture-cavity parameters, the complex combined
structure is simplified into a series of flow tube bundles, and an equivalent proxy model
of an interwell tracer in a fracture-cavity reservoir is established by using the convection–
diffusion theory [25–29]. Although this model does not consider the specific fracture-cavity
combination structure between wells, it is useful for the quantitative interpretation of
interwell tracers in fracture-cavity reservoirs [25–29].

With the continuous development of interwell tracer interpretation technology, the
morphological characteristics of the tracer concentration curve can basically determine
the interwell fracture-cavity combination structure; for example, the tracer concentration
curve of a single fracture between wells is unimodal with two basically symmetrical wings,
while a single karst cave between wells has a unimodal curve with an obvious tailing
phenomenon, with a steep ascending branch and slow descending branch. These findings
have been verified by various experiments [30–35], which lays a reliable foundation for the
establishment of quantitative interpretation models of interwell tracers in fracture-cavity
reservoirs with different architectures.

Therefore, this paper takes the fracture-cavity reservoir in Tahe Oilfield as the object
and analyzes the matching relationship between the fracture-cavity configuration and the
tracer curve in the reservoir. We identify the tracer curve characteristics of five types of
fracture-cavity structures: interwell pipes/fractures, interwell karst caves, and interwell
pipes/fractures in parallel. Based on this, different fracture-cavity architectures are unified,
a mathematical model of tracer migration between wells in fracture-cavity reservoirs is
deduced and established, and the corresponding analytical solutions are obtained. Using
this model, tracer curve fitting and quantitative interpretation are carried out for the field
example of the Tahe fracture-cave reservoir, and the interpretation results are verified by
the production performance data. The research results provide an effective way to apply
tracer data in deep mining and fractured-cavity reservoirs and improve the quantitative
characterization ability of interwell tracer monitoring.

2. Matching Relationship between Fracture-Cavity Configuration and Tracer Curve

After a fracture-cavity reservoir has experienced multiple tectonic movements and
suffered severe weathering, denudation, and leaching, the shape of the reservoir, which
is composed of dissolved caves, fractures, and dissolved pores, will become disordered
and randomly distributed, and the interwell-connected structures will be difficult to iden-
tify [21,26,27]. However, the distribution characteristics of fracture-cavity reservoirs and
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the principle of well distribution determine that the interwell connectivity mode is mainly
a single channel. Taking the Ordovician fracture-cavity carbonate reservoir in Tahe Oilfield
as an example, among the tracer response wells (BY series of tracers), 73.5% of the tracer
curves reflect a single channel, and only 16.5% reflect multiple channels [21,26,27]. The
tracer monitoring data between the wells in Tahe Oilfield were collected and sorted, then
combined with drilling, logging, core, testing, and production performance data, with the
previous data used for reference. Meanwhile, referring to previous physical model exper-
iments with tracer production [21,26,27,34,35], the interwell channels were divided into
single-channel and multi-channel types, and the matching relationship between interwell
fracture-cavity configuration and tracer curve could be determined.

2.1. Single-Channel Interwell
2.1.1. Interwell Pipe/Fracture Structure and Its Tracer Curve Characteristics

In the interwell pipe/fracture structure, the tracer flows through a single channel with
no forks, small volume, and a fast flow rate. The tracer curve generally shows a regular
peak shape with two basically symmetrical wings. The response time bandwidth is narrow
(Figure 1).
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Figure 1. (a) Interwell fracture/pipe diagram; (b) tracer curve of well TK455.

2.1.2. Interwell Karst Cave Structure and Its Tracer Curve Characteristics

In the interwell karst cave structure, due to the huge interconnected volume between
wells, the slow migration speed of the tracer, and the dilution and diffusion of the tracer
during the migration process, the migration time is greatly prolonged. Therefore, the
tracer output curve of this type of structure generally shows the characteristics of a steep
ascending wing and a slow descending wing; the effective response time bandwidth of the
tracer is long, and the descending wing shows an obvious trailing phenomenon (Figure 2).
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Figure 2. (a) Interwell karst cave diagram; (b) tracer curve of well TK401.

2.2. Multi-Channel Interwell
2.2.1. Interwell Parallel Pipe/Fracture Structure and Its Tracer Curve Characteristics

Each peak of the tracer curve in the interwell parallel pipe/fracture structure generally
shows a sharp knife-like characteristic with two basically symmetrical wings. If the flow
difference of the branch channels is large, the tracers of each branch are produced in
sequence, and their production times are independent of each other. The curve shows
the form of multiple independent peaks, and the sharp narrow peak of the main channel
usually appears earlier, with the number of peaks reflecting the number of parallel channels
(Figure 3). If the flow difference of the branch channels is small, the tracer production time
of the two branches will overlap. The curve shows a continuous multi-peak shape, and the
descending wing has a slight tail, but the continuous peak duration is short.
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Figure 3. (a) Interwell parallel pipe/fracture diagram; (b) tracer curve of well TK719CH.
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2.2.2. Interwell Parallel Karst Cave Structure and Its Tracer Curve Characteristics

Each peak of the tracer curve of the parallel structure of karst caves between wells
generally shows the characteristics of a sharp ascending wing and a slow descending wing.
If the flow difference of the branch channels is large, the form of the curve is multiple
independent peaks, and the peak of the main channel usually appears earlier, with the
number of peaks reflecting the number of parallel channels and the severity of tailing
reflecting the size of the cave (Figure 4). If the flow difference of the branch channels is
small, the tracer output time of the two branches will partially overlap. The curve shows a
continuous multi-peak shape, and the trailing time of the descending wing is long.
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Figure 4. (a) Interwell parallel pipe/fracture diagram; (b) tracer curve of well TK467.

2.2.3. Interwell Parallel Pipe/Karst Cave Structure and Its Tracer Curve Characteristics

The tracer curve of the interwell parallel pipe/karst cave structure generally has the
characteristics of sharp and trailing peaks and multiple jump points. If the main channel
is a pipe, the tracer breakthrough time will have an early peak, followed by the trailing
peak or a gentle peak with a large effective response period, depending on the size and
number of parallel caves (Figure 5); if the main channel is a karst cave, the situation is the
opposite. The main wave peak usually reflects the type of main channel of the parallel
structure, and small jagged wave peaks of different sizes on the curve are generally caused
by the presence of multiple microchannels in the main channel.

To sum up, the smaller the size of the interwell connectivity channel structure (such as
fractures or pipes), the faster the flow rate, the sharper and steeper the tracer curve, and the
shorter the duration, and the curve appears as a sharp knife with two basically symmetrical
wings. On the contrary, the larger the structural size of the interwell connectivity channel
(such as a cave), the slower the flow rate and the more serious the diffusion and dilution
of the tracer, and the descending wing of the tracer curve shows a slow and wide trail
with long duration. The different peak times in the multi-peak tracer curve mean different
channel sizes; the main peak often reflects the type of mainstream channels in parallel, and
the number of peaks reflects the number of parallel channels. An understanding of the
interwell fracture-cavity configuration and the matching relationship between the tracer
curve can provide a realistic basis for establishing a physical tracer model based on that
configuration (Table 1).
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Figure 5. (a) Interwell parallel pipe/fracture diagram; (b) tracer curve of well TK457.

Table 1. Classification characteristics of interwell tracer curve in fracture-cavity reservoir [35].

Serial
Number

Peak
Pattern

Number of
Peaks Characteristics of Two Wings Fracture-Cavity

Combination Pattern Curve Shape

1
Single

sharp peak 1 Basic symmetry
Single fracture
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3. Quantitative Interpretation Model of Interwell Tracer
3.1. Basic Assumption and Physical Model

The flow and migration characteristics of tracers in fractures, pipes, and caverns are
different. Fractures and pipes are essentially flow channels with different cross-sectional
shapes, and the migration of tracers in them basically conforms to the one-dimensional
convection–diffusion equation [26–29]. Compared with fractures and pipes, the scale of
karst caves is larger, and the fluid flow has low resistance. In this case, the migration of
tracers is dominated by slow diffusion, which is different from the convective-dominant
migration characteristics of tracers in fractures and pipes [34,35]. For the convenience of
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research, according to the basic characteristics of fracture-cavity reservoirs, the following
assumptions are made about injected water, tracers, and their movement in the fracture-
cavity structure:

(1) The injected tracer is entirely soluble in water and is not supplemented by external
fluids during its migration along the underground fracture-cavity structure to the
production well, and its adsorption on the rock wall is ignored.

(2) Fractures and pipes are regarded as flow channels with a certain equivalent diameter
cross-sectional area; the flow of fluid in the channels conforms to the Hagen–Poiseaille
equation, and the diffusion of the tracer conforms to Fick’s law.

(3) Due to the large scale of karst caves, the fluid quickly reaches equilibrium; the specific
form of fluid flow can be ignored, and it is regarded as an equipotential body with a
certain volume [35].

(4) The interwell fracture-cavity structure in a fracture-cavity reservoir is characterized
by the parallel connection of series of branch flow channels and branch karst caves.
For a single peak-type tracer curve, there is no parallel. For a single slow peak tracer
curve, there are no parallel flow paths.

Based on the matching relationship between the fracture-cavity configuration and the
tracer curve in fracture-cavity reservoirs and the above assumptions, a physical model
of the interwell fracture-cavity structure for tracer migration was established, as shown
in Figure 6. There are N parallel branch flow channels (fractures/pipes) in the interwell
fracture-cavity composite structure from the water injection well to the jth production well
in the injection-production well group, and the volume and length of the ith parallel branch
flow channel are Vji and lji, respectively. There are M parallel branch caves, and the volume
of the kth branch cave is Vcjk (Figure 6).
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3.2. Mathematical Model

From the physical model of the fracture-cavity combination structure between the
injection well and production well j, it can be seen that the output concentration of the
tracer in the production well should be the superposition of the agent concentration in the
production well produced by N parallel branch flow channels and M parallel branch karst
caves [26–29]. In this section, a quantitative interpretation model of tracers with different
interwell fracture-cavity configurations is established by deriving the mathematical models
of tracer concentration output in parallel branch channels and branch karst caves.
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3.2.1. Mathematical Model of Tracer Concentration Output in Parallel Branch Channels

Based on the material balance equation of the tracer transporting in a one-dimensional
flow channel with an arbitrary cross-sectional shape, the solution is solved in combination
with its fixed solution conditions. After simplification, through dimensional analysis and
unit conversion, the analytical solution of the concentration distribution of the Vdji tracer
slug in the ith parallel branch flow channel is obtained [26–29]:

Cji(t)
C0

=
Vdjitjilji

2Vji

√
παjitjiljit

exp

[
−
(
tji − t

)2

4αjitjit/lji

]
(1)

where Cji(t) is the tracer output concentration of the ith parallel flow channel of production
well j (mg/L); C0 is the concentration of the tracer slug injected into the injection well
(mg/L); Vdji is the volume of tracer slug injected from the injection well to the ith parallel
flow channel of production well j (m3); tji is the average residence time of the tracer from
the injection well to the ith parallel flow channel of production well j (d); lji is the length of
the flow channel of the ith parallel flow channel from the injection well to production well j
(m); Vji is the flow channel volume of the ith parallel flow channel from the injection well
to production well j (m3); αji is the hydrodynamic dispersion constant of the ith parallel
flow channel tracer from the injection well to the production well (m); and t is the time (d).

For tracer monitoring in mines, the volume and concentration of the tracer solution in-
jected into the injection well can be known. After the tracer is injected, it will be distributed
to different parallel bodies in certain proportions. In Formula (1), the injected tracer slug
volume Vdji of the ith parallel flow channel in production well j can be allocated by different
parallel flow rates; then the volume of the tracer slug distributed to the ith parallel flow
channel is

Vdji = f jVd
qji

Qj
=

f jVdVji

tjiQj
(2)

where fj is the distribution coefficient of injected water from the injection well to the
production well (f ); Vd is the volume of the tracer slug injected by the injection well (m3); qji
is the flow rate of the ith parallel channel flow from the injection well to production well j
(m3/d); and Qj is the total flow rate from the injection well to the production well j (m3/d).

In this equation,

qji =
Vji

tji
(3)

Substituting Equation (2) into Equation (1), we obtain

Cji(t)
C0

=
f jVdlji

2Qj

√
παjitjiljit

exp

[
−
(
tji − t

)2

4αjitjit/lji

]
(4)

Equation (4) is the mathematical model of the tracer concentration output in the ith
parallel flow channel from the injection well to the production well j.

3.2.2. Mathematical Model of Tracer Concentration Output in Parallel Branch Caves

Due to the large scale of karst caves, the fluid quickly reaches equilibrium; the specific
form of fluid flow cannot be considered, and it is regarded as an equipotential body [35].
The migration of the tracer in a karst cave is dominated by slow diffusion, and the difference
in its concentration gradient is not large; the output concentration gradient of the tracer in
the cave is equal to the average concentration in the cave, which can be derived according
to the equilibrium relationship of the tracer [35]:

dC(t)
dt

=
Cin(t)− C(t)

t
(5)
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where Cin(t) is the concentration of the tracer at the entrance of the cave at time t (mg/L)
and t is the average residence time of the fluid in the cave (that is, cave volume divided by
cave output flow; d).

If we solve Equation (5), let the tracer concentration at the entrance of the cave Cin(t) be
the injected tracer slug constant concentration C0, and use the residence time to describe the
delayed response of the tracer from the entrance to the exit of the cave, the mathematical
model of the tracer concentration output of the kth parallel cave from the injection well to
the production well j is

Cjk(t)
C0

=



0 t ≤ tjk

Vdjk
Vcjk

exp
(
− t−tjk

tjk

)[
exp

(
t−tjk

tjk

)
− 1
]

t > t > 2tjk

Vdjk
Vcjk

exp
(
− t−tjk

tjk

)
(e − 1) t ≥ 2tjk

(6)

where Cjk(t) is the tracer output concentration of the kth parallel cave in production well
j (mg/L); Vdjk is the volume of the tracer slug injected from the injection well to the kth
parallel cave of production well j (m3); Vcjk is the volume of the kth parallel cave from the
injection well to production well j (m3); and tjk is the average residence time of the tracer in
the kth parallel cave from the injection well to production well j (d).

Similar to the solution for the volume of the tracer slug assigned to the parallel branch
channel, the volume of the tracer slug assigned to the parallel branch cave is

Vdjk = f jVd
qjk

Qj
=

f jVdVcjk

tjkQj
(7)

where qjk is the flow rate from the injection well to the kth parallel karst cave of production
well j (m3/d).

In this equation,

qjk =
Vcjk

tjk
(8)

Substituting Equation (7) into Equation (6), we obtain

Cjk(t)
C0

=



0 t ≤ tjk

f jVd
tjkQj

exp
(
− t−tjk

tjk

)[
exp

(
t−tjk

tjk

)
− 1
]

t > t > 2tjk

f jVd
tjkQj

exp
(
− t−tjk

tjk

)
(e − 1) t ≥ 2tjk

(9)

Equation (9) is the mathematical model of the tracer concentration output of the kth
parallel cave from the injection well to production well j.

3.2.3. Mathematical Model of Tracer Concentration Output for Fracture-Cavity Reservoirs

The tracer production concentration of fracture-cavity reservoirs should be the super-
position of tracer production concentrations of all parallel branch flow channels and branch
karst caves at production well j, namely,

Cj(t) =

Nj

∑
i=1

qjiCji(t) +
Mj

∑
k=1

qjkCjk(t)

Qj
(10)

where Cj(t) is the tracer output concentration of production well j (mg/L); Nj is the total
number of parallel flow channels from the injection well to production well j; Mj is the total
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number of parallel karst caves from the injection well to production well j; and qjk is the kth
parallel from the injection well to production well j.

Substituting Equations (3), (4), (8), and (9) into Equation (10), after simplification, we
obtain

Cj(t)
C0

=
f jVd(

Nj

∑
i=1

Vji/tji +
Mj

∑
k=1

Vcjk/tjk

)2


Nj

∑
i=1

Vjilji

2tji

√
παjitjiljit

exp

[
−
(
tji − t

)2

4αjitjit/lji

]
+

Mj

∑
k=1

Ojk(t)

 (11)

In this equation,

Ojk(t) =



0 t ≤ tjk

Vcjk

t2
jk

exp
(
− t−tjk

tjk

)[
exp

(
t−tjk

tjk

)
− 1
]

tjk > t > 2tjk

Vcjk

t2
jk

exp
(
− t−tjk

tjk

)
(e − 1) t ≥ 2tjk

(12)

Equation (11) is the interwell tracer interpretation model for fracture-cavity reservoirs
considering the interwell fracture-cavity configuration. Based on the matching relationship
between the mine tracer curve shape and the interwell fracture-cavity configuration, the
interwell fracture-cavity combination structure is determined. Nj and Mj in Equation (11)
are determined according to the number of fractures and cavities contained in the fracture-
cavity combination structure. In Equation (11), the known parameters before fitting are
fj (which can be calculated by the semi-quantitative tracer concentration curve method)
and Vd, C0, and Cj(t) (which can be detected by tracer field injection and sampling), and
the parameters to be optimized are Vcjk, Vji, and lji. Then, the volume Vji and length lji of
each parallel branch flow channel and volume Vcjk of each parallel branch karst cave can be
obtained by fitting the tracer curve with the above formula. Through further calculations,
the section parameters of parallel branch flow channels and the flow of each parallel branch
channel and the cave can be obtained. The main sources of the parameters in Formula (11)
and the quantitative parameters between wells obtained by fitting the tracer production
concentration curve are shown in Table 2.

Table 2. Input and output parameters of interwell tracer interpretation model for fracture-cavity
reservoirs.

Model Parameters Type Parameters Acquisition Method Specific Parameters

Model input parameters

Tracer concentration curve
semi-quantitative calculation parameters

Distribution coefficient of injected water

Average residence time of each parallel branch
channel and cave

Tracer monitoring for direct access to
parameters

Tracer injection slug volume and concentration

Tracer output concentration data

Tracer monitoring time data

Model output parameters

Direct fit of model to output parameters
Volume of each parallel branch channel and cave

Length of each parallel branch runner

Extended calculation to obtain
parameters

Section parameters of each parallel branch flow
channel (area, equivalent diameter)

Total flow, flow of each parallel branch channel
and cave

Average true velocity of fluid in each parallel
branch channel
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4. Field Application and Analysis
4.1. Tracer Curve Fitting Method

The inversion and fitting of the tracer concentration curve between wells in fracture-
cavity reservoirs can be regarded as a nonlinear optimization problem, as follows [26–29]:

F = min
n

∑
t=1

(Cj(t)− C∗
j (t))

2 (13)

where Cj(t) is the tracer concentration calculated by the theoretical model in production
well j at time t (mg/L); Cj*(t) is the tracer concentration of production well j obtained from
the actual measurement of the mine at time t (mg/L); and n is the actual tracer monitoring
days of production well j (d).

Since the objective function is an optimization solution to a nonlinear function, an
optimization algorithm is usually used to solve this problem. At present, the optimization
algorithms commonly used in engineering based on swarm optimization problems include
particle swarm optimization (PSO), artificial bee colony (ABC) and ant colony (ACO)
algorithms, genetic algorithm (GA), and artificial neural networks (ANN). Each algorithm
has its advantages. For example, compared with the traditional algorithm, the particle
swarm optimization algorithm has a very fast computation speed and strong global search
ability. It is suitable for continuous function extreme value problems and has a strong
global search ability for nonlinear and multi-peak problems. Therefore, the particle swarm
algorithm is a good choice for the inversion fitting of multimodal tracer curves. This
algorithm regards each possible solution of the optimization problem as a “particle” in the
search area. The quality of all particles is determined by the fitness of the objective function.
The fitness of all particles varies with position and speed; it changes with changes in the
relationship, keeps searching in the solution domain with the current optimal particle, and
finally obtains the optimal solution to the problem.

4.2. Field Application

To verify the reliability and applicability of the established interwell tracer interpreta-
tion model and related calculation methods in fracture-cavity reservoirs, the particle swarm
algorithm in 1stOpt software (Beijing, China) [36] was used to analyze fracture-cavity S48
in the fourth block of Tahe Oilfield. The interwell tracer monitoring data of the unit TK411
well group were interpreted, and relative error analysis and an evaluation of the obtained
related fitting parameters and extended parameters were carried out. The well group
started water injection in May 2005. On 14 April 2007, 14 kg of BY-1 tracer with a designed
concentration of 100% was injected into injection well TK411, which lasted for 200 days.
A total of 1594 samples were obtained, and 1577 samples were analyzed. A good tracer
response curve and dynamic production data were obtained.

There are eight effective production wells in well group TK411. This time, three wells
with multimodal tracer response curves (TK424CH, TK476, and TK457H) were selected
as the specific analysis objects. Using the matching relationship between the tracer curve
shape and the interwell fracture-cavity configuration in fracture-cavity reservoirs (Table 1),
it can be seen that the tracer curve of well TK424CH is a parallel type with two flow
channels between wells; the tracer curve of well TK476 shows a single flow channel in
parallel with one karst cave interwell fracture-cavity configuration; and the tracer curve
of well TK457H shows a two-flow channel in parallel with a two karst cave interwell
fracture-cavity configuration (Figures 7–10). As can be seen from Figure 10, there are
multiple strong amplitude change regions in each path direction from injection well TK411
to production wells TK424CH, TK476, and TK457H, and there is a high probability of
multiple flow channels/cavities between wells, which indicates that the recognition of
fracture-cavity configuration is reliable.
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Using the interwell tracer interpretation model established in this paper (Formula (11)),
the particle swarm algorithm was used in 1stOpt software (Beijing, China) to perform
three inversions and fittings for the three wells, and the tracer fitting curve of each well
was obtained. The agent fitting curve and fitting parameters were obtained, and the
corresponding expansion parameters were calculated (Figures 7–9, Tables 3 and 4).
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Table 3. Tracer interpretation results (fitting direct output parameters).

Well
Name

Fit
Number

Branch Channel/Cave Volume (m3)
Total

Volume (m3)

Branch Channel
Length (m) Running

Time (s)Flow
Channel 1

Flow
Channel 2 Cave 1 Cave 2 Flow

Channel 1
Flow

Channel 2

TK424CH

1st 150.09 480.14 — — 630.23 2827.07 1817.33 12

2nd 141.62 497.75 — — 639.37 2885.18 1820.68 10

3rd 148.42 467.74 — — 616.16 2795.53 1833.05 13

TK476

1st 63.48 — 750.3 — 813.78 2796.66 — 55

2nd 71.72 — 749.22 — 820.94 2529.78 — 66

3rd 70.71 — 754.58 — 825.29 2778.98 — 57

TK457H

1st 69.50 602.80 353.77 50.05 1076.12 3932.93 3474.56 213

2nd 74.54 543.07 364.42 61.73 1043.76 3707.29 3001.19 279

3rd 60.94 631.57 350.05 63.60 1106.16 3958.92 3216.67 216

Table 4. Tracer interpretation results (extended calculation parameters).

Well
Name

Fit
Number

Branch Channel
Cross-Sectional Area (m2) Branch Flow Channel/Cave Flow (m3/d) Total Flow (m3/d)

Flow
Channel 1

Flow
Channel 2

Flow
Channel 1

Flow
Channel 2 Cave 1 Cave 2 Each Average

TK424CH

1st 0.053 0.264 11.55 12.00 — — 23.55

23.332nd 0.049 0.273 10.89 12.44 — — 23.34

3rd 0.053 0.255 11.42 11.69 — — 23.11

TK476

1st 0.023 — 15.87 — 17.45 — 33.32

34.632nd 0.028 — 17.93 — 17.42 — 35.35

3rd 0.025 — 17.68 — 17.55 — 35.23

TK457H

1st 0.018 0.173 4.34 18.84 7.08 0.48 30.73

30.462nd 0.020 0.181 4.66 16.97 7.29 0.59 29.51

3rd 0.015 0.196 3.81 19.74 7.00 0.61 31.15

4.3. Results Analysis

As can be seen from Table 5, the absolute error between the sums of the field tracer
and fitting tracer concentrations and production wells TK424CH, TK476, and TK457H is
13.50, 15.93, and 15.65 mg/L, respectively, and the relative error is 37.26, 24.89, and 10.44%.
The average relative error of the three wells is less than 25%, and the fitting results meet
the requirements of field engineering.

Table 5. Error analysis of tracer curve fitting results.

Well Name
Sum of Field Tracer

Concentrations
(mg/L)

Sum of Fitted Tracer
Concentrations

(mg/L)

Absolute Error
(mg/L)

Relative
Error (%)

Average Relative
Error (%)

TK424CH 36.23 22.73 13.50 37.26
24.20TK476 64.00 48.07 15.93 24.89

TK457H 149.91 134.26 15.65 10.44
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It can be seen from Figures 7–9 that the shape of the fitting curve can well reflect the
fracture-cavity combination structure between wells, and the tracer curve fitting effect for
each well is good, which can effectively explain the volume and length of branch flow
channels/karst caves (Table 3). To further verify and evaluate the adaptability and relia-
bility of the model, the total flow obtained by tracer interpretation (expanded calculation
parameters; Table 4) was compared and verified with the daily water production during
the monitoring period of the field tracer. The absolute error between them is not more than
1.6 m3/d, the average absolute error is 0.83 m3/d, and the relative error is not more than
7%. The average relative error is only 3.02%, indicating that the established interpretation
model can better reflect the flow between well properties and the resulting fitted direct
output parameters and extended computational parameters are reliable (Table 6).

Table 6. Reliability evaluation of tracer interpretation results.

Well Name
Average Daily Water
Production during

Monitoring Period (m3/d)

Extended
Calculation of

Total Flow (m3/d)

Absolute Error
(m3/d)

Relative
Error (%)

Average Relative
Error (%)

TK424CH 24.88 23.33 1.55 6.23
3.02TK476 33.72 34.63 0.91 2.70

TK457H 30.50 30.46 0.04 0.13

5. Conclusions

(1) Using dynamic and static data of Tahe Oilfield and tracer monitoring curves between
wells, the interwell channels can be divided into single-channel and multi-channel
types. The matching relationship between the fracture-cavity combination structure
of different channel types and the shape of the tracer curve is clarified. The tracer
production curve of the interwell fracture/pipe structure shows a regular peak shape
with two basically symmetrical wings, and the interwell karst cave structure shows the
characteristics of a trailing curve with a steep ascending wing and a slow descending
wing. The difference in peak time appearing in the tracer multi-peak curve means
that the channel size is different; the main peak often reflects the type of mainstream
channel in parallel, and the number of peaks reflects the number of parallel channels.

(2) Based on convective diffusion theory and the basic idea of interwell tracing, a unified
quantitative interpretation model of interwell tracers for fracture-cavity reservoirs
with an arbitrary fracture-cavity combination structure based on branch flow channels
and branch caves is established, and the input parameters required to explain the
application of the model, the parameters that can be obtained directly after fitting the
tracer curve, and the parameters that can be further expanded based on the output
parameters are clarified.

(3) Taking the three wells of well group TK411 in the S48 fracture-cavity unit in the fourth
area of Tahe Oilfield as an example, the type of interwell fracture-cavity combination
structure was judged by the shape of the tracer curve between wells (determining
the number of branch channels and branch karst caves, peak time, etc.) using the
established interpretation model with the particle swarm optimization algorithm in
1stOpt software (Beijing, China) to carry out the fitting, interpretation, and reliability
evaluation of the tracer curve. The tracer curve fitting effect of each well is good.
The comparison and verification of the total flow rate explained by the tracer and
the daily water production during the monitoring period of the tracer in the mine
show that the average absolute error between them is 0.83 m3/d, and the relative
error is only 3.02%, which effectively demonstrates the applicability and reliability of
the established tracer interpretation model.
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